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FOCUS GROUP 4: GENERATION X
April 19, 2007
8 participants + moderator

17:48:29  Craig joined.
17:56:36  bonnie joined.
17:56:46 bonnie hi Craig
17:57:00 bonnie i am borchuluun
17:57:15 bonnie i hope i am not late
17:57:16 Craig Hi Borchuluun!
17:57:20 Craig Nope you're first one here.
17:57:24 bonnie good
17:57:29 Craig How are you?
17:57:32 bonnie good
17:57:57 bonnie i did not pat attn to time assuming it was central time.
17:58:02 Craig yes
17:58:02 bonnie how are you?
17:58:11 Craig I'm doing alright ..
17:58:17 Craig glad this semester is almost over ...
17:58:20 bonnie how is your study?
17:58:21 Craig can't wait until I'm done
17:58:26 Craig Going well :)
17:58:36 Craig The Tuesday night session was a lot of fun
17:58:39 Craig Lots of people and a lot of spirited conversation.
17:58:49 Craig Hoping for the same tonight
17:58:51 bonnie me too! I want to extend the semester so that I can finish all 

my papers :-)
17:59:06 Craig yeah I bet :)
17:59:12 Craig I could use another week or so but I'll be alright.
17:59:18 bonnie this semester was too fast!
17:59:21  Kristi joined.
17:59:24 Craig yes it was ..
17:59:25 Craig Hey Kris!
17:59:29 Kristi hey!
17:59:34  Barbara joined.
17:59:56 Craig hi Barbara!
18:00:11  Emily joined.
18:00:18  JenX joined.
18:00:19 Barbara Hi, Craig!
18:00:19 Craig hi Emily!
18:00:23 Craig Hey Jen
18:00:28 Craig Wow everybody turning out at once!
18:00:30 Emily Hello!
18:00:32 JenX Hi there
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18:00:42 Craig Good name Jen :)
18:00:56 JenX my boyfriend came up with it ;)
18:01:03 Craig very apropos
18:01:06 JenX he's much more clever
18:01:15 Craig How's everyone this evening?
18:01:20 Barbara Great!
18:01:23 JenX great
18:01:29 Emily I'm full--just got back from dinner at my in laws' house
18:01:32 bonnie good
18:01:35 Kristi i'm full too.. just ate dinner
18:01:44 Kristi thawing the ice cream now :)
18:01:53 JenX eating dinner now
18:01:56 Craig what flavor?
18:01:59 Craig Or do I need to ask
18:02:05 Kristi coffee-flavored ice cream :)
18:02:14 Barbara getting hungry ...
18:02:15 Craig hope nobody spills maple syrup on it
18:02:18 Kristi it's from Cold Stone Creamery
18:02:19 Kristi Lol
18:02:36 Craig "somebody spilled maple syrup on my ice cream!"
18:02:50 Kristi "come here... c'meeerrre"
18:02:53 JenX I Love Cold Stone
18:02:57 Craig "naw naw man that's flavor ofthe month .. thath maple 

nut crunth"
18:02:58 Kristi it is the best :)
18:03:09 Kristi the Light Cake Batter Ice Cream is my favorite though
18:03:10 bonnie i've never been to the cold stone
18:03:19 Craig Bonnie you should go!
18:03:25 JenX oh man Bonnie ... you're missin' out
18:03:29 Kristi So yum
18:03:31 Craig Maybe next time we meet to talk, we should go there
18:03:41 bonnie Good idea!
18:03:51 Emily Is there a Cold Stone in Columbia now?
18:04:04 Emily When I was an undergrad, everyone went to Shakey's or to 

Sonic
18:04:05 bonnie Is it closed to J-school?
18:04:31 Craig it's on Elm street, behind the Starbucks
18:04:44 bonnie Got it!
18:05:07  Red joined.
18:05:10 JenX mmmm Starbucks
18:05:13 Craig Bonnie, did you have difficulty logging into the cha-

troom?
18:05:14 Craig Hi Red!
18:05:25 Red Hey
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18:05:44 bonnie I had to download Java, other than that there was no prob-
lem

18:05:53 Craig That didn't take long, did it?
18:05:58 bonnie No
18:06:20 Craig Ok that's good. I'm seeing a few login emails from peo-

ple who haven't made it into the room yet. I'm hoping 
that's what they're doing

18:06:40 Craig While we're waiting, does anyone have to leave promptly 
at 9pm tonight?

18:06:44 Craig If so please tell me now.
18:06:54 JenX opening Java in Ie froze my computer
18:07:18 JenX I had to open it in Firefox
18:07:36 Craig Glad you made it Jen.
18:07:47 Craig I included the link to download Java in the confirmation 

email
18:07:51  Holly joined.
18:07:55 Craig Hi Holly!
18:07:57 JenX just wanted you to know in case they were having the same 

issue
18:08:07 bonnie It was helpful to have this link
18:08:18 Holly Hi, All. Sorry I'm a little late... had the old Java.
18:08:45 Craig Not a problem.
18:08:52 Craig We haven't started just yet.
18:09:00 Craig Holly do you have to leave right at 9 tonight?
18:09:37 Holly Not necessarily. I have little ones who are sick tonight, so I 

might have to step away for just a minute, but that's all.
18:09:47 Craig okay.
18:10:13 Craig Sorry to hear about sick kids :(
18:10:24 Craig Ok ..
18:10:28 Craig I guess we'll get started here.
18:10:55 Craig By the way, if anyone hasn't found this yet, there is a but-

ton on your chat interface with four little arrows ... third 
from the right. Clicking it gives you an expanded chat 
window.

18:11:02 Craig But
18:11:05 Craig this is important
18:11:24 Craig The chat software is a little testy. If you try to surf to an-

other Web page, even opening a new Web page or tab, 
you will be logged out.

18:11:41 bonnie Did you design this chat room?
18:11:51 Craig No, it is Parachat .. a pay service.
18:11:55 Craig Not very expensive, fortunately.
18:12:00 Kristi it's really nice
18:12:00 Craig Pretty easy to administer.
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18:12:09 bonnie I like it
18:12:11 Craig Yeah it had all the features I was looking for.
18:12:15 Craig Ok everyone ready?
18:12:18 bonnie yes
18:12:23 Barbara go!
18:12:25 Emily Sure
18:12:34 Craig Ok let's start with a few general questions about adver-

tising.
18:12:36 Holly Sounds great!
18:12:37 JenX yep
18:12:44 Craig Feel free to jump in at any time.
18:12:55 Craig In general, what kind of advertising appeals to you?
18:13:03 Barbara Funny!
18:13:05 JenX characters
18:13:09 Holly I like sarcastic
18:13:12 Emily Unexpected twists
18:13:13 JenX like Geico cavemen
18:13:14 bonnie creative advertising
18:13:21 Kristi Lol I like Geico cavemen too
18:13:22 bonnie also funny
18:13:24 JenX :)
18:13:31 Kristi they always make me laugh
18:13:45 Holly I like that Geico has gekko and cavemen
18:13:55 Barbara I like those. I also like the physical humor that's done well 

in Budweiser commercials.
18:13:55 Red i like to have to think about the message, like "getting" a 

joke
18:13:57 Kristi yeah the multiple ad stories are cool
18:14:03 Kristi and Capital One commercials are good too
18:14:10 JenX it's interesting that they have been able to create two such 

popular characters
18:14:13 Barbara second that on the cap one
18:14:34 Craig bonnie, how woudl you define 'creative'
18:14:39 Craig what is creative to you?
18:15:46 bonnie It is kind of hard for me to define it now. I would say "ex-

traordinary"
18:16:31 Holly I think creative is a concept that allows you to see or feel 

things that aren't actually shown in the ad or commer-
cial.... like emotions or humor.

18:16:59 bonnie Uniqueness of messages and design. I agree with you 
Holly!

18:17:11 Craig okay
18:17:24 Emily I think that creativity in ads still has to be grounded in the 

product/service being promoted--the connection has to be 
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apparent between the creative device and the product/
service

18:18:11 Barbara Yes, creativity so often feelings like, "hey, I never thought 
of that" or "I wish I'd thought to say or do or write that" -- 
uniqueness is a big part of it.

18:18:27 bonnie it also seems to me culture plays an important role to un-
derstand advertisement

18:18:28 Holly I like the Dairy Queen TV ad that makes you think the wife 
is going to hang up her husband on the dorr hook and take 
his ice cream, which he previously took from his own kids.

18:18:49 JenX I haven't seen that one
18:18:58 Kristi mmm kitkats
18:19:13 Kristi commercials that help you remember what it is that they're 

advertising, that stick with you are the best
18:19:24 JenX I like the Budweiser holiday ads ... they choke me up every 

time which plays into the whole idea of evoking emotion
18:19:27 Kristi sometimes you see something really funny but then can't 

remember what the commercial is for
18:19:41 Emily I agree with Bonnie's comment about culture--ads that get 

through to the audience based on common cultural devices 
are more effective

18:19:41 Craig got it
18:19:59 bonnie I like Cola ads with Polar bear
18:20:06 Kristi i like it when commercials can be different, and not jump 

on the same bandwagons other commercials pull
18:20:07 JenX oh Yes
18:20:16 JenX Love the Cola ads
18:20:19 Kristi like the physical humor thing.. yeah it's hilarious but then 

they All started doing things like that
18:20:44 Craig ok .. next q
18:20:54 Craig What kind of ads annoy you or bother you?
18:20:58 JenX Head On
18:21:03 Holly Selling something
18:21:03 Kristi commercials that make you feel stupid
18:21:07 Kristi Lol Head on is perfect
18:21:11 Barbara Local, loud, sophomoric production ...
18:21:11 JenX :)
18:21:13 Holly Especially to kids... toy ad suck!
18:21:21 Emily I can't stand Head on either, but we all remember it, so it's 

effective in that respect
18:21:21 Craig What's Head On ?
18:21:23 bonnie I also do not like local ads
18:21:24 Craig oh wait
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18:21:24 Kristi I hate the Tylenol ads: "stop. Think. Tylenol." Like I don't 
already think about what I'm doing

18:21:37 Craig "head on" meaning like, hard sell ads?
18:21:41 JenX I hate repetition or commercials that "talk down" to you
18:21:43 Emily Head on is a headache medicine that you "apply directly to 

the forhead."
18:21:43 Barbara Ugh, kids' toy ads.
18:21:49 bonnie I did not like the ad of Vaseline with hundreds of hands
18:21:49 JenX no ... the product head on
18:21:49 Craig oh :)
18:21:51 Emily Head On ads usually run at the end of Jeopardy
18:21:52 Holly Head on is like a bad version of Mentos for a headache re-

leif medicine.
18:21:58 JenX Craig, you gotta seem 'em
18:22:03 JenX youtube that :)
18:22:03 Kristi they're the worst.
18:22:04 Craig That bad huh
18:22:10 JenX Oh Yea
18:22:20 Emily Head On even has ads now that make fun of how annoying 

their commercial is
18:22:21 Kristi "head on apply directly to the forehead. head on apply di-

rectly to the forehead. head on apply directly to the fore-
head"

18:22:23 Kristi not kidding
18:22:23 Barbara Craig -- are you mostly interestedin TV ads or should we 

consider print ads, billboards ...
18:22:29 Craig no no, all advertising.
18:22:35 Craig Don't limit yourself to any one media.
18:22:40 Emily The new ads said, "head On--i hate your commerical, but I 

Love your product
18:22:41 Holly I don't like prescription ads.
18:22:45 Red i dislike ads that make the consumer feel like less than they 

are if they don't buy a product, vs. what positive effect a 
product can yield

18:22:50 Holly Especially because they're so evasive in print.
18:22:51 JenX I also hate stupid jingles like free credit report
18:22:51 bonnie I like magazine ads.
18:22:55 Barbara It's funny that we clearly mostly identify with TV ads ... :) I 

guess they are working!
18:22:57 Kristi i would never even try a product whose commercial talked 

down to me like that
18:23:09 Emily I don't like it when magazine ads are bulky and get in the 

way of turning the pages. Flip out ads are particularly an-
noying
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18:23:13 Craig What would be an example, Red?
18:23:14 bonnie I also don't lilke unpleasant jingles
18:24:00 bonnie It is annoying to see boring commercials during movies
18:24:00 Red i just think of certain ads targeted towards women, in addi-

tion to recent ads playing on masculine stereotypes. truck 
ads are like that. some ads for fastfood do it to guys too.

18:24:01 JenX I also hate noticable stereotyping ... not cool and it turns 
me off to the product

18:24:18 Barbara An example of what red was talking about to me are lots of 
kids' food and toy products that make you feel like if you 
don't buy that stuff for your children, you're a bad parent.

18:24:32 Craig ahhh
18:24:33 Emily I dislike the prescription ads that tell you all of the nasty 

side effects of the drug being advertised
18:24:39 JenX Yes
18:24:40 Kristi yeah like the stupid Hardees commercial
18:24:41 JenX ewww
18:24:59 Barbara Emily -- me too! So funny -- I assume it's required by law, 

but it's so funny how they work those in there!
18:25:02 Kristi i hate Cialis ads during prime time
18:25:04 JenX No Hardees here in D.c.
18:25:39 JenX Fast food commercials with skinny people irritates me too
18:25:41 bonnie I do not like ads about big portions of food
18:25:49 JenX and those people that help you are Never that happy
18:25:50 Craig okay ..
18:26:04 Craig Do ads help you make purchase decisions?
18:26:09 Emily I also don't like local radio ads that use the hosts to en-

dorse products--the Arby's here does that a lot
18:26:12 bonnie not always
18:26:33 Emily If you consider coupons ads, then a hearty yes from me. I 

Love coupons
18:26:51 JenX I think they influence my buying habits
18:26:56 Barbara Ads are likely to sway me to purchase a brand name over a 

generic version.
18:27:11 Kristi i agree with that Barbara
18:27:16  leslie joined.
18:27:22 Craig hi Leslie
18:27:22 Kristi i rarely buy generic versions
18:27:24 Craig !
18:27:27 leslie hi
18:27:29 leslie sorry i'm late
18:27:31 Barbara But they aren't likely to make me necessarily try a new 

product (with the possible exception of foods and restau-
rants).
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18:27:33 Holly Sometimes, but I still buy based on my inner feelings about 
a product or company perception.

18:27:40 bonnie I like coupons too, but when I go to store with a single cou-
pon I buy other staff too, impulsive purchase :-)

18:27:50 Red it's not that easy to get me to make emotional purchases, 
so the ads that resonate with me are almost always ones 
that advertise low price

18:27:53 Craig it's all good .. you've had an exciting day I bet
18:28:05 Craig The question at hand is, do ads help you make purchase 

decisons?
18:28:07 Kristi low price is always good
18:28:19 Kristi or recommendations from people will have more influence 

over what I buy
18:28:25 Barbara Right, there are a lot of factors besides ads that influence 

my buying.
18:28:30 leslie i'm a very brand loyal person
18:28:45 JenX I get really turned off by crappy ads ... for instance, I would 

never buy Head On because that commercial irritates me 
That much

18:28:51 Kristi same here
18:28:54 JenX :)
18:29:04 Kristi Or Tylenol because I hate the "stop Think" ads
18:29:08 Holly I shop online for clearance and sales specials without even 

considering what the ad originlly were advertising.
18:29:11 Emily Home town influences a lot of my buying decisions. My 

husband's family has worked for Procter & Gamble for 
generations, so we typically buy P&G brands to support the 
company (which we hold stock in,to

18:29:20 bonnie on cheap everyday staff, sometimes I make decision based 
on commercials, like shampoo, detergent etc.

18:29:40 JenX Every time I see a brand the jingle or imagery from the ad 
runs through my head

18:29:51 leslie every day stuff is the stuff that i am more brand loyal 
too...the stuff that i grew up on

18:29:56 Barbara Jenx, you're a marketer's dream!!!
18:30:05 JenX I know ... I'm bad
18:30:16 Red i do like to buy things i think are from companies that give 

something back to the community, but i'm probably more 
skeptical about companies motives than most. despite the 
fact i like low prices, i

18:30:46 Craig What media do you pay the most attention to advertis-
ing?

18:30:53 Barbara TV.
18:30:55 Craig outdoor, magazines, television, web, any other?
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18:30:57 bonnie magazine, and TV
18:31:07 leslie i probably watch commercials the most...usually online
18:31:24 Barbara I like to watch web ads just because I'm curious about them 

as an emerging technology.
18:31:26 leslie but i remember radio commercials better
18:31:33 Emily I'd say TV, but lately I've been to busy to watch shows live, 

so I tape and fastforward the ads
18:31:35 Craig radio?
18:31:42 Craig okay
18:31:44 JenX I remember radio commercials better also
18:31:45 bonnie only in car
18:31:59 Kristi i never listen to radio anymore
18:32:01 Kristi i'd say TV
18:32:03 Emily I Never listen to radio commercials. I use all 10 pre-sets on 

my dial to flip away from ads
18:32:14 Barbara Sometimes I have to listen to Radio Disney and I remind 

myself to spend as little money as possible with Disney. It's 
That annoying.

18:32:16 leslie i only listen to the radio in the car and if i concsiously real-
ize i'm listening to a commercial i usually change the chan-
nel

18:32:36 leslie but i remember them later when i am shopping...usually 
the jingle or if the announcer is annoying

18:32:40 JenX Radio Disney is Horrible
18:32:49 JenX sorry anyone affiliated
18:32:57 Holly Radio, magazine and billboard for me. I travel a lot by car. 

And I actually have started glossing over TV ads because 
they interupt my shows...

18:32:58 Craig not I :)
18:33:02 Barbara It's great at what it does ...
18:33:15 Craig all right
18:33:21 bonnie I also look at billboards when I am on highway
18:33:23 Craig in general, how do you feel about advertising?
18:33:40 Kristi intrusive, but usually effective
18:33:55 JenX Love 'em ... they pay my salary after all
18:33:57 JenX :)
18:33:58 Emily Ads help pay the bills for production of Grey's Anatomy and 

other popular shows
18:34:01 bonnie I have a mixed feeling abouts ads.
18:34:11 leslie i usually watch TV for the ads and look through magazines 

for the ads
18:34:24 Red i don't really like ads that play up the product too much. it 

comes across as argogant to me. i know they want me to 
buy, but i just want info.
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18:34:34 JenX Why would I watch the superbowl without ads?
18:34:38 Barbara I pay attention to advertising because it's been a subject in 

school, so I feel sort of like I've been "trained" to notice it. I 
think it's generally reliant upon stereotypes, excess and 
paints an ina

18:34:50 JenX I agree with you Barbara
18:34:56 Emily A new radio station here in Cincinnati starts off its ad 

blocks by saying, "would you rather we did a pledge drive 
and give you a tote bag or listen to an ad or two?"

18:35:08 Holly I'm O.k. with adverstising for tha most part because I know 
what it's trying to do... that's my job.

18:35:15 Emily I like the knock on NPR pledge drives
18:35:20 bonnie Like Emily said, ads are the important part of business op-

eration of media. Same time they are annoying for con-
sumers in case if they cannot entertain them

18:35:29 Barbara I have a seven-year-old and I find myself following up print 
and TV ads with explanations about how things genernally 
don't work like that or look like that.

18:35:47 Barbara As a newspaper person, I live and die by ads. So having said 
all that, I love them.

18:35:50 Barbara :)
18:36:04 JenX Haha
18:36:08 JenX nice save
18:36:08 Craig all right
18:36:18 Craig Great comments!
18:36:24 Craig Let's look at a few ads now.
18:36:34 Craig How we doing on time, anybody in a hurry?
18:36:40 JenX good
18:36:41 bonnie no
18:36:42 Barbara good
18:36:43 leslie no
18:36:45 Kristi i'm fine :)
18:36:47 Emily I'm okay
18:36:48 Craig okay great!
18:36:53 Kristi oh my ice cream!!!!
18:36:54 Red im good
18:37:00 JenX haha
18:37:16 Kristi sorry guys
18:37:17 Kristi :)
18:37:21 Holly My post got deleted....
18:37:31 Craig All right I'm going to "push" an ad to you. It should 

spawn a new browser window, and a link will appear in 
the room that you can click to get it back if you lose it.
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18:37:50 Craig If you suddenly get logged off, you might have a pop-up 
browser active that you'll need to turn off.

18:38:06 Craig If you have one of those and it's active now, please turn it 
off :)

18:38:06 Craig ready?
18:38:25 Craig er .. pop-up browser = pop-up blocker.
18:38:25 JenX I'm in
18:38:30 Craig Sorry that didn't make much sense.
18:38:42 Holly My window isn't working anymore, can you guys see my 

posts?
18:38:47 Craig Yep Holly
18:38:47 Kristi ok so turn off popup blocker?
18:38:52 Craig five by five
18:38:56 Craig yes Kris
18:38:57 leslie i think my blocker was on and now it's off
18:39:04 Kristi ok it's off
18:39:20 Craig okay
18:39:23 Craig here comes ad #1
18:39:31 Holly I think I'm back with y'all.
18:39:38 Craig wb Holly :)
18:39:53  Barbara left.
18:40:02 Craig There goes one
18:40:03 Kristi gahh popup blocker still on!
18:40:06  Barbara joined.
18:40:09 JenX I've seen this ad
18:40:10  Kristi left.
18:40:14 Emily Oh...i really like that ad!
18:40:14 Craig welcome back Barbara
18:40:14  Kristi joined.
18:40:22  Kristi left.
18:40:30  Kristi joined.
18:40:34 Emily It's the unexpected that someone mentioned earlier
18:40:41 leslie i don't like that ad campaign as a whole
18:40:44 Kristi dammit, i can't click the link without it logging me off
18:40:50 Barbara Hmm, me too...
18:40:53 Kristi and it keeps wanting to block it
18:40:58 JenX just copy it and put it in your browser
18:41:01 Craig let me try sending it directly to you Kris
18:41:04 Kristi ok
18:41:10 JenX it worked that way for me
18:41:10 Holly It's an awesome ad... I definitely like it, but it wouldn't in-

fluence me to buy this car.
18:41:23 Barbara can you send it my way, too? thanks.:)
18:41:26 Craig sure
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18:41:29 JenX the message in this ad is totally unclear
18:41:32 Kristi got it
18:41:36 Craig That work?
18:41:39 Emily Jenx, are you thinking of the jingle for this car? "I like to live 

on Edge..." isn't it?
18:41:39 bonnie i cannot see ad
18:41:57 Kristi car ads on a whole are sorta annoying because they always 

show drivers doing things that regular people cannot (or 
Should not) do

18:42:27 Kristi and this isn't "edgy" enough of a situation for the car to be 
right there on the edge. It's just sorta weird.

18:42:37 Red another funny thing about car ads = never any driver!
18:42:43 Craig Bonnie, can you see it now?
18:42:44 JenX a happy relationship? space in a big city? "I like to live on 

the edge" is the song in the TV commercial and both the 
car and the people are Boring

18:42:45  bonnie left.
18:42:45 leslie i don't like this ad because the people aren't reacting to the 

car and i think they should be
18:42:58  bonnie joined.
18:43:06 Kristi yeah, the car is just inserted into the picture
18:43:12 JenX I agree with you Leslie ... it is really disconnected for me
18:43:15 leslie it looks out of place
18:43:19 Barbara Sometimes I get the impression the ad co. blows its cash on 

technical stuff ...
18:43:20 bonnie Craig, how I should see the ad?
18:43:21 Kristi like "can you find what Doesn't belong in this picture?"
18:43:27 JenX and the color of the car is horrible and the photoshop job 

was poor
18:43:35 bonnie can you send me your link again
18:43:37 JenX Haha
18:43:44 JenX "One of these things is not like the other"
18:43:50 Kristi Lol
18:43:55 Barbara yeah, it's such a high-energy song and everything else is 

just so boring.
18:44:01 JenX yep
18:44:02 JenX stupif
18:44:05 Kristi yeah and why would you want to do that to your product... 

make It the thing that doesn't work in your picture..
18:44:07 Barbara If my car did that I'd be freaking out and calling all my 

friends on my cell.
18:44:07 JenX or stupid
18:44:07 Red i like it because i can understand the reason they use the 

headline is because the car is called the "edge"
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18:44:34 JenX then in my mind the visual should be edgy
18:44:39 Kristi right
18:44:40 JenX and more high energy
18:44:42 Kristi like a cliff or something
18:44:43 Red i don't like how the people seem to be oblivious to it, not 

that they should be freaking out but that it doesn't seem 
important at all

18:44:48 Craig if you were flipping through a magazine, would you stop 
to read this ad?

18:44:52 leslie no
18:44:55 JenX nope
18:44:56 Kristi probably not
18:44:58 leslie i would be annoyed by it
18:45:03 Kristi i'd think "that looks weird" and flip on
18:45:06 JenX I would say "stupid" in my head and flip
18:45:08 Emily I probably wouldn't read all the copy, but I might notice the 

car out of place
18:45:13 Barbara Maybe ... If it was shot in such a way that I wondered how 

they did it -- like, how is that car doing that?
18:45:23 Red i would, but it would not influence my buying decision be-

cause the message at the bottom is emotional
18:45:27 Kristi or "why is there a car there?"
18:45:32 Emily Depends on if I'm reading the magazine on the elipitical 

machine (less attention to ads then)
18:45:34 leslie but it doesn't look like the car would ever do that
18:45:36 Red i feel like buying a car is a highly rational decision
18:45:43 JenX agreed
18:45:58 Emily I don't think car ads influence my decisions, either--more 

experiences with friends' cars
18:46:23 bonnie i do not understand the message of this ad?
18:46:53 Kristi um, is that supposed to be Liberty Island? It's not right un-

der the Brooklyn Bridge. this ad is just all kinds of confus-
ing

18:46:55 leslie i just showed the ad to my friend sitting next to me and she 
didn't even notice the car at first...she said she liked the 
couple better because they were pretty

18:47:02 bonnie What does "The edge is never dull"?
18:47:43 Red the car is called "the edge"
18:47:47 Craig I'd try to explain it but I probably shouldn't because I'm 

the moderator.
18:47:51 Red or edge
18:47:56 Craig I don't want to influence you. :)
18:48:07 leslie i never knew that was the name of he care
18:48:13 leslie name of the car*
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18:48:16  biogrrrl joined.
18:48:24 Craig wow bio! You made it!
18:48:33 bonnie I think the Edge is not the car name
18:48:34 Craig welcome! Let me send you the ad we're talking about
18:48:46 JenX the car looks like a Mom care (no offense) that they are try-

ing really hard to market to a younger demo
18:49:01 JenX care=car
18:49:21 biogrrrl what a long strange trip- had to go to navigator-sorry so 

late
18:49:22 Emily I agree with Jenx--it does kind of look station wagon-ish
18:49:39 bonnie Does this message is about how this car could be precise 

and sharp?
18:50:16 Emily I see the edge as meaning it's a car for people who enjoy 

danger/excitement/spontaneity
18:50:18 JenX It is the car name ... it's the new Ford Edge
18:50:29 Craig sorry we're taking such a long time on this one ad.
18:50:40 leslie reading the copy still didn't make it clear what the name of 

the car is
18:51:04 bonnie yes, it is not clear
18:51:09 JenX agreed
18:51:47 Red i though that it was about steering at first too, but nothing 

in the copy touches on that. "edge" is capitalized at the 
copys end

18:51:52 JenX marketers seems to be trying to go more grassroots and 
subtle and in this case I agree with you Bonnie that it may 
have been Much to subtle

18:52:16 Red or simply to many double meanings...
18:52:31 biogrrrl Really, because I think the car feels like it waiting to fall, it 

draws attention and created tension
18:53:07 Craig Is that a good thing to you, bio?
18:53:12 bonnie The text on the bottom of the ad might give us more idea, 

but it is hard to read
18:53:26 biogrrrl No, but it gets my attention to read the print
18:53:48 JenX I think the text is too small and not prominent enough to 

even notice
18:53:59 Craig ok we need to move on
18:54:03 Craig Let's look at the next ad.
18:54:03 JenX k :)
18:54:14 Craig I'll try to move ahead quicker.
18:54:18 Craig Here comes ad no. 2
18:54:18 bonnie I also cannot make connection between the couple and this 

car on the edge'
18:54:55 Emily What does upgrade have to do with shampoo?
18:55:06 bonnie exactly!
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18:55:11 Emily When I think upgrade, I think travel--airplane seats or 
rental cars

18:55:14 Kristi it doesn't say what kind of upgrade. Shinier? Fuller?
18:55:25 biogrrrl Our packaging has changes, but our product has not 

seems like a very weird message to spend money on.
18:55:27 Kristi it gives a nice clear view of the product though
18:55:29 bonnie only the bottle has changed -it says
18:55:34 Kristi you might remember it when you see it on a shelf
18:55:36 Barbara I think it's funny how lost advertisers seem when trying to 

get men to care about beauty and hygiene products.
18:55:37 Emily I think that shampoo Allegedly helps thicken your hair if 

you're going bald
18:55:41 leslie it says it's an upgrade but that nothing has changed except 

the bottle
18:55:41 JenX L'oreal is known for being a woman's product, so it doesn't 

make sense that if they are trying to target men they did 
not put that prominently on the ad

18:55:47 leslie that's not a real upgrade
18:55:56 JenX I don't think men would respond to a product image
18:55:58 Red the first thing i noticed in the copy was "new lable, same 

thing." I just kind of laughed and moved on at that point
18:56:11 biogrrrl so, reassure current clients with print, while attract new 

ones in the store?
18:56:19 Holly This ad doesn't show me the idea of an upgrade or a 

change to product packaging. It's very stark.
18:56:41 bonnie if it is same thing and in same bottle, what is upgrade?
18:56:47 Craig So how would this ad strike you if it were in your maga-

zine?
18:56:53 biogrrrl silly
18:56:54 Craig Would you stop to read it?
18:56:57 Kristi not pertaining to me :)
18:56:57 leslie no
18:56:59 Barbara I think if you're targeting men, however, it says "hey. No 

flowers here. Just some shampoo."
18:57:00 bonnie no
18:57:06 Barbara And that might be appealing.
18:57:06 biogrrrl yes, and laugh
18:57:08 Red it says "uprgrade" and then says "only the bottle has 

changed"
18:57:08 JenX Advertisers always do these black shadowed ads when try-

ing to target men ... it's boring
18:57:09 Craig Red? What do you think
18:57:21 Craig Do you agree with Barbara's assessment?
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18:57:28 Emily I wouldn't have made it past the "upgrade" headline if I 
were reading this ad in a magazine--but that may be be-
cause the product is for men, which I'm not

18:57:36 Holly I would blow it off completely... It needs a coupon attached 
to get me interested based on the fact that I'm not familiar 
with the product at all.

18:57:53 leslie i would look at the bottle but probably not even the head-
line

18:58:11 Emily I'd want an ad for this shampoo to tell me how it works, 
since it's supposed to help with thinning hair

18:58:17 bonnie i do not know how they can attract men's attention to 
shampoo

18:58:31 biogrrrl I would read the ad, but I think that they really need to lose 
because your worth it at the end.

18:58:48 Emily I think appealing to vanity of men about being bald might 
get through to the target audience

18:58:59 Red yeah, somewhat. i think advertising to men about shampoo 
must be hard.

18:59:01 JenX depends where the ad is running also
18:59:13 leslie but i don't get that it's appealing to balding men quick 

enough
18:59:18 JenX a lot of times women are purchasing for the household
18:59:20 JenX not the men
18:59:29 biogrrrl But the target audience seems to be current user-- thus the 

"smae product" line
18:59:42 Holly This ad needs "sex appeal" if it's going into a guy's maga-

zine...
18:59:45 Red the benefit of thicker hair definately needs to be mentioned 

up front.
18:59:46 bonnie instead of targeting men, they might try to attract women's 

attn offering new features for this shampoo. women might 
care more about husband's hair

19:00:18 JenX exactly
19:00:26 biogrrrl I still can't get over them targetting current users in the 

first line of text
19:00:29 Craig cool. ok moving on
19:00:33 Craig Next ad
19:01:00 Kristi my first thought is OMG I don't want to read all that
19:01:03 bonnie it is very boring ad
19:01:03 Emily Way Too Much Text!!
19:01:11 JenX Wall Street Journal crowd
19:01:14 JenX not me
19:01:14 bonnie very old type ad
19:01:25 bonnie not creative
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19:01:41 Kristi *flip*
19:01:41 bonnie nothing to attract me
19:01:43 leslie i don't want to read it
19:01:50 bonnie same here
19:01:59 Barbara Reminds me of those old car ads from the 40s and 50s that 

had lots of words
19:02:06 Kristi the guy isn't even smililng
19:02:08 Kristi *smiling
19:02:11 JenX more companies are trying to make their ads look like an 

integrated story in magazines and papers ... it's misleading 
and, quite frankly, annoying

19:02:13 biogrrrl did not read all text, but I thought the picture was eye 
catching

19:02:22 Barbara Like the text could sell you on the car if it was compelling 
enough.

19:02:25 Kristi yeah, pretty car at least
19:02:28 Kristi but i noticed that Later
19:02:36 Barbara Right, that car you don't see right off.
19:02:38 Craig okay now we've seen two car ads.
19:02:43 leslie it reminds me of the mercedes car ads that has the head-

line about the only thing you can hear is the clock...but the 
headline isn't as good

19:02:47 biogrrrl The pictuyre is what made me read
19:02:50 Craig How does this one compare with the Edge one?
19:03:10 Emily I like the Edge ad better--it gets your attention faster
19:03:27 Kristi i noticed the car faster in the Edge one, because it stood 

out more
19:03:32 Barbara This one tells me right away I can't afford it with its stuffy, 

CEO nature.
19:03:33 bonnie I like the edge one too, even though it was mysterous was 

guess
19:03:37 biogrrrl I like the edge one better, because in a magazine I will be 

more attracted to the picture-- the text won't sell me, that 
will happen at the car lot

19:03:40 Kristi Lol Barbara
19:03:44 leslie the edge one is more appealing if i'm not shopping for a 

car, but if i were actually in the market for a car i wouldn't 
probably be more interested in this one and read the whole 
thing

19:03:59 JenX Edge ad is brighter and is targeting a younger demo, Mer-
cedes ad is old and integrated ... neither really interests or 
impresses me

19:04:03 Craig you wouldn't, leslie? or you would?
19:04:06 Kristi the edge one is definitely more memorable
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19:04:06 Red i like this one more because i want info about the car. the 
ad would only be looked at by someone wanting a new car 
but that ok

19:04:47 Barbara yeah, I usually ignore all cars ads unless I'm in the market 
for one.

19:04:48 JenX Honestly, I would ignore them both
19:04:50 biogrrrl But the truth is, the people in the market for the edge are 

not your s-class and visa-versa.
19:04:52 bonnie Mersedes itself is a good brand, people might not be inter-

ested to read more info about it
19:04:55 leslie i would read this one if i were shopping for a car but i found 

the other one more appealing without shopping for cars
19:04:58 Red it has more info, and, if the target audiance is knowledga-

ble about cars, it works. otherwise... *flip*
19:05:34 biogrrrl red, agreed... w/o dough, flip
19:05:39 bonnie Would you read ad to buy a car? I would prefer to read con-

sumer reports
19:05:42 Red haha, yeah
19:06:00 JenX I wouldn't trust an ad to give me car information
19:06:00 Kristi oh i would totally go by consumer reports rather than ads
19:06:02 Barbara gotta have a price on there to keep me interested ...
19:06:10 Kristi a car is such a huge purchase; you can't get led on by ads
19:06:19 leslie i don't think i would read consumer reports
19:06:25 Emily Ads might influence me as to what type of car I want to 

buy--i.e. small SUV, but more factual, research-based in-
formation would influence which model I buy

19:06:28 biogrrrl but don't you think edge ad had some sex appeal
19:06:33 Red bonnie - truly, w/ my $, i'd head right to the consumer re-

ports and then to the local used car postings
19:06:41 Kristi hehe well it might be because of what sort of dad I have :)
19:06:44 biogrrrl right on Red
19:06:47 JenX The edge ad had zero sex appeal
19:07:07 bonnie agree Red!
19:07:20 Craig very cool comments :) Everybody ok on time?
19:07:25 JenX yep
19:07:25 Craig We are now offically running long
19:07:25 Kristi yep!
19:07:33 biogrrrl I am good-- got here late:-)
19:07:35 bonnie yep
19:07:42 Red i'm good
19:07:44 Craig ok good. If you need me to speed up, I can do that, but 

you guys are giving me great stuff.
19:07:49 Craig Ok moving on!
19:07:51 Craig Next ad
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19:08:19 biogrrrl Lol
19:08:24 JenX Love It
19:08:28 Kristi I laughed at the ad but wasn't quite sure what it meant :0
19:08:32 Barbara I kinda like this.
19:08:32 Emily The cartoon thing is different
19:08:33 Kristi but I like the silly drawings
19:08:38 Kristi it does make me want to figure it out.
19:08:41 Barbara unique
19:08:45 Red instantly makes me think of the artists cartoons and i can't 

help but laugh
19:08:46 Kristi i love cartoons :0
19:08:48 Barbara good use of color and white space
19:08:48 Kristi :)
19:08:55 leslie i've seen the commercials that go along with these
19:08:56 JenX agreed Barbara
19:09:01 Emily I don't like how the Pop-tarts are bigger than the kids, 

though
19:09:03 leslie they are weird
19:09:06 leslie but i like this print ad
19:09:09 biogrrrl Got to love the hunter/gatherer aspect of
19:09:33 bonnie does not look like the typical ad
19:09:36 Kristi no
19:09:39 Kristi it would make me stop and look at it
19:09:42 Kristi because it's different
19:09:43 bonnie but I like it
19:09:51 leslie it's simple so it would draw my attention in if i were flipping 

through a magazine
19:09:58 biogrrrl Anything that can make me laugh has my attention
19:10:01 Emily I don't recall seeing other ads for Pop-tarts, so this one 

would stand out
19:10:04 JenX The humor is clever, the coloring is really obvious, it's sim-

ple for a younger demo ... it's just easy and light-hearted
19:10:07 Barbara agreed, leslie
19:10:12 Barbara and JenX
19:10:13 bonnie agree
19:10:21 Craig ok question .. does this ad make you want to eat a pop-

tart
19:10:26 Kristi mmm poptart
19:10:34 Barbara I pretty much always want to eat poptarts.
19:10:34 Kristi yeah it sorta does
19:10:37 biogrrrl nope- but that is because I have eaten pop tarts
19:10:37 Kristi Lol
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19:10:38 Red yeah, i think I would stop b/c of its simplicity and then re-
member the whole campaign and think "poptarts" w/o 
even seeing the bottom

19:10:39 JenX is that a smile on one of the characters tummies?
19:10:39 bonnie no
19:10:49 Emily It made me remember being a kid and which Pop-tarts 

were my favorties (cinnamon and brown sugar)
19:11:08 JenX if it was a smile, that is awfully clever
19:11:16 leslie i thought it was a smile too
19:11:19 Kristi it does look like a smile
19:11:29 bonnie I like that smile on tummy too, it is cute
19:11:31 JenX I'm getting hungry ... any one have some cold stone to 

share virtually?
19:11:39 Kristi :)
19:11:43 biogrrrl Subliminal (sp?) advertsing?
19:11:47 Kristi I have light coffee and light cake batter :)
19:11:52 JenX mmmm
19:12:00 Craig Good thing I didn't find a cold stone ad
19:12:05 Craig Everyone would leave
19:12:05 Kristi heehee
19:12:10 Kristi :)
19:12:20 JenX :D
19:12:25 Craig ok so one more question before we leave this one
19:12:34 Emily You have to pay to park at the closest Cold Stone, so that'd 

sway me against going
19:12:37 Craig What is the message this ad is trying to communicate?
19:12:45 Kristi that poptarts are fun
19:12:47 Barbara That poptarts are fu
19:12:50 Barbara ha ha
19:12:52  leslie left.
19:12:54 Kristi hehehe:)
19:12:59  leslie joined.
19:13:02 biogrrrl Pop tarts are happy fun and simple, like when you were a 

kid and could play hide and seek.
19:13:03 Barbara Fun food for fun kids.
19:13:11 Barbara oh, good one.
19:13:22 Emily That you can have a little fun with your Pop-tarts
19:13:26 Barbara Also, they are stupid and easy to capture and consume. :)
19:13:32 Kristi comics are funny
19:13:32 JenX you could write this stuff Barbara
19:13:33 Red i thought of the kids thing too. poptarts are fun quick kid 

food
19:13:40 Emily Is it supposed to be endorsing the strawberry flavor?
19:13:46 Barbara i wondered that.
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19:13:48 Kristi you have a good time with poptarts
19:14:07 Emily I wonder if strawberry is the best-selling flavor
19:14:08 biogrrrl some crazy good times with pop tarts
19:14:10 Red i actually thought of "strawberry" as being the poptart's 

name
19:14:17 JenX I believe they have different ads for each flavor
19:14:26 Barbara It also kind of strikes a chord with me that it's simple, and 

getting kids fed in the morning can be complex.
19:14:29 bonnie me too
19:14:39 Barbara Mornings are always such a rushed affair ... here's an easy 

solution.
19:14:44 Craig Leslie?
19:14:47 Craig What do you think
19:15:38 Kristi i dunno, but i am in a better mood after the poptart ad :0
19:15:38 Holly I think every child should know not to hide in the taoster 

(BTW -- Hi, Craig... I have input about the car ad, as well, 
that I can share with you tomorrow.)

19:15:39 Kristi :)
19:15:42 biogrrrl morning hide and seek with the kids and pop tarts--- 

sounds like fun
19:15:43 leslie i think the simpleness implies easyness
19:16:05 leslie morning hide and seek would piss a mom off
19:16:22 biogrrrl not if the children found their own pop tarts!
19:16:23 leslie and i don't know how i feel about the tag line
19:16:25 Barbara thank god they didn't hide in the dryer ...
19:16:47 Holly Or worse, in the oven...
19:17:10 biogrrrl barb & holly--lol you must be moms
19:17:23 Barbara we're so transparent ...
19:17:32 Holly Seriously, though, my kids are 5 and 7, and they love to 

sneak pop tarts at any time of day or night. So this ad really 
makes sense to me, and it somply reaffirms what I know 
already... Kids Love 'EM!

19:17:55 Barbara loved from ages 3 to 18, in my house ...
19:18:02 Craig ok great stuff :) let's move on.
19:18:10 Craig Wish I could let you guys talk all night!
19:18:17 Craig My thesis is all but writing itself.
19:18:19 Craig Next!
19:18:29 Barbara (would that that would happen for me)
19:18:30 JenX way to spoil the fun Craig
19:18:35 Kristi haha :)
19:18:38 Holly We probably would talk all night, and then we'd all call you 

tomorrow to complain how tired we all are!
19:18:43 Emily Craig, when your thesis is done writing itself, can it write 

mine, too!
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19:18:52 Craig yep .. and ask for $20 Amazon moneys instead of $10 :)
19:19:01 Craig I'll ask it, Emily
19:19:09 JenX lol
19:19:09 Craig Maybe if I catch it on a good day
19:19:46 Holly I missed the point of where you got these ads from and why 

you chose them... cn you share later?
19:20:04 Craig Sure thing
19:20:32 Craig They all came from current issues of everyday magazines 

you can find on newsstands.
19:20:34 Kristi is that supposed to be a "typical dumb kid"?
19:20:42 Emily What on earth is "wealth ethic?"
19:20:43 leslie the kid looks he does drugs
19:20:59 leslie and i don't know what the ad is for
19:20:59 Kristi if I *were* a parent, I might be offended by that ad.
19:21:02 Emily Is it like Paris Hilton?
19:21:02 biogrrrl must be nice to have such a high class problem
19:21:07 JenX I don't have kids, so I would flip ... again this is like the 

mercedes ad where it is staged to look like an article ... it's 
deceiving and annoys me

19:21:19 Emily Did you find this ad in the same publication as the Mer-
cedes one?

19:21:31 JenX haha
19:21:38 Kristi hahaha
19:21:39 JenX Wall Street, eh?
19:21:40 biogrrrl I recognize a lot of them . . .
19:21:40 bonnie i don't get this ad.
19:21:48 Craig Not saying for now, Emily. :)
19:21:54 Craig But if you want to know, ask me again when we're done.
19:22:03 Emily If I had money to leave to my kids, this ad would turn me 

off. Just because I invest wisely and have money for my 
kids, I don't want them to be lazy!

19:22:04 JenX :)
19:22:05 Holly I think this ad is a smart company trying to dumb down 

their advertising to fit middle-class idiots like myself.
19:22:08 Barbara Teenage males love this hair style.
19:22:12 Barbara It's a disaster.
19:22:16 Kristi so true Emily
19:22:19 Barbara That's what I think when I look at this ad.
19:22:24 JenX Good point Holly
19:22:33 JenX not that you're an idiot
19:22:35 JenX the other part
19:22:36 leslie and it shouldn't appeal to middle class people
19:22:37 leslie ot
19:22:38 Holly :)
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19:22:41 Barbara agree with holly/jen
19:22:42 Craig LOL
19:22:42 leslie it's not a middle class problem
19:22:43 biogrrrl Just want to make sure that junior gets off his a** and does 

something with his life, to get the carrot of parental wealth
19:23:02 bonnie why do you think it targets the middle class?
19:23:07 Holly I do feel that it's out of place for this company, which has a 

really solid reputaiton.
19:23:17 Barbara bright colors, goofy kid.
19:23:24 Red i have a certain pride in being a working person, and i 

would hope that my son earns his place in this world, so it 
initially rubbed me wrong

19:23:29 Holly This kids is not an upper class rich kid...
19:23:35 Barbara Lacks the polish of the mercedes ad that says "hey, you 

with the money. I'm talkin' to you!"
19:23:36 JenX I don't like how staged his outfit is either
19:23:43 leslie i don't know who it appeals to
19:23:49 leslie i don't know what the ad is for
19:23:52 leslie i don't get it
19:23:53 bonnie me either
19:23:58 Holly It's a little flambuoyant... he reminds me of Ducky Dale 

from retty in Pink
19:24:01 JenX *flip*
19:24:06 Holly Pretty in Pink
19:24:12 Kristi in teenie tiny words at the bottom it says 'citigroup'
19:24:17 Kristi but how would you See that??
19:24:31 biogrrrl It is trying to appeal to people with money-- how can you 

set up your inheritance so junior isn't a complete screw up 
waiting for you to die

19:24:44 Kristi although he already looks like a screwup :)
19:24:54 biogrrrl I think that is the point, right?
19:24:55 Barbara ok, if that's the case, this is actually targeted to me ...:)
19:25:16 biogrrrl Come to us, and your kid won't be this kid
19:25:24 Kristi hehe
19:25:26 bonnie How financial advisor can help to this boy?
19:25:27 Holly And, honestly, I'm not a designer or anything... but what's 

up with the cowboy type face? I mean, when I retire, I'm not 
saying "giddyup" to anyone, certainly not my financial ad-
visor.

19:25:40 leslie but he is going to be a screw up whether or not he gets your 
money

19:25:47 Barbara No, I think the kid is supposed to be some kind of teenage 
Everyman.
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19:25:50 bonnie It might make a difference if they put parants with this kid 
on the ad

19:25:52 JenX haha "giddyup" just killed m
19:25:54 JenX me
19:26:01 Emily What's with the spoke-like things? They kind of look like 

life rafts to me
19:26:14 Craig Wow this ad was a Huge hit with you guys
19:26:14 Emily Is that supposed to represent your money at work?
19:26:16 Craig lol ..
19:26:25 biogrrrl They are the cogs of the industrial ,machienry turning
19:26:29 Holly I bet those are the clock wheels counting down the days til 

this kids spends all your hard-earned $$$
19:26:45 biogrrrl Holly- lol
19:26:47 JenX I just cannot relate to this ad at all ... I am far from having 

to think about this in my life
19:26:58 Kristi hahaha Holly that's awesome
19:27:06 Kristi yeah me too Jen
19:27:11 biogrrrl It just reminded me of all the poor little rich kids I went to 

school with
19:27:13 Barbara ("if this is how they spend their ad dollars, why in the world 

would I want them to invest My money?...")
19:27:29 biogrrrl Barb- amen!
19:27:29 JenX Haha ... nice Barbara
19:27:31 Holly It's a little dated, too. To me it scream early 2000s... that's 

the problem with trying to use "cool" in a dress style.
19:27:39 Kristi right
19:27:45 biogrrrl too old and not hip to notice
19:27:47 Craig ok guys ..
19:27:51 bonnie How they can appeal parents if they do not care about they 

raise your children? (in the beginning of the text)
19:27:59 Craig you all need your own radio show or something :) you're 

cracking me up ..
19:28:06 Craig Let's move on .. last one ..
19:28:11 JenX :)
19:28:16 Holly Deep breath...
19:28:23 JenX ice cream
19:28:27 Kristi :D
19:28:42 bonnie how much ice cream did you eat? :-)
19:28:46 Holly Hurry, I'm turnng blue...
19:28:50 Kristi LOL
19:28:55 JenX every night a scoop or two
19:29:05 Kristi just a little bit of my coffee ice cream :)
19:29:14 Emily Ooh, a coupon!
19:29:23 Kristi ahh, they're pulling out the internet-speak
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19:29:23 Holly Coupon Good.
19:29:25 biogrrrl I like coupons!
19:29:31 Emily They'd have me, if I still had acne problems, or had a kid 

who did
19:29:46 Holly The happy guy has a tear on his face...
19:29:49 JenX I like that red is being used as the negative
19:29:53 Barbara Interesting that they would use a coupon on an ad that is 

targeted directly at teens, who are unlikely to buy this 
themselves...

19:29:56 JenX like a red pen on a school paper
19:30:01 biogrrrl So internet speak for junior, money off for mom to try new 

thing?
19:30:06 Emily But other than the coupon on the bottom, I don't get how 

an acne pad burns you? Does it dry out your face too much?
19:30:06 Kristi it looks a lot like that other commercial with the little round 

heads. for some other drug. Started with a Z.
19:30:17 Red i instantly understood it's message, but am not the target 

so i didn't go further
19:30:18 JenX oh yeah
19:30:27 Barbara Seems like it would be more effective to target the parent if 

you're going to include a coupon.
19:30:30 Holly The burned guy looks P-O'd but not like his face is on 

fire....
19:30:42 JenX Zolaft has that bouncing blue head
19:30:45 Barbara Also, I saw "pad" and red splotch and I thought ... tam-

pons!
19:30:50 Kristi That's the one :)
19:30:53 JenX Me Too
19:30:54 bonnie First I thought tha acne was smiling :0)
19:30:56 Kristi Lol Barbara
19:30:58 JenX But I wasn't gonna say it
19:31:00 JenX ;)
19:31:01 Barbara sorry... :)
19:31:04 JenX haha
19:31:24 Holly Poor Craig.
19:31:29 Barbara It's Ok. Compared to the pop tart ad, it's just not as clever. 

Subtlety is lost?
19:31:37 JenX you lost me at pop tart
19:31:41 bonnie i haven't heard of acne pads, so i thought like you guys
19:31:42 Barbara lol
19:31:45 Kristi hahaha
19:31:54 biogrrrl no, just mixed. Mom=money, teen=hip so neither work
19:32:06 Emily If only the Pop-tart ad had a coupon, too
19:32:06 Barbara right
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19:32:10 JenX sorry Craig, I'll get back on topic
19:32:13 Holly Yeah, and I'm getting old,. but I don't have That many dou-

ble chins when I smile!
19:32:16 Craig LOL :)
19:32:17 Red i used them once, my mom bought them, hurt like after-

shave. now i just wash my face. does wonders
19:32:29 Kristi so does the "no burn" thing appeal then?
19:32:32 Barbara Yeah, I didn't know they still even made these ....
19:32:43 Holly Stidex made me swell up like a boxer who lost the fight 

when I was a kid.
19:32:47 Red yeah, but then again, i didn't buy them...
19:32:54 JenX the emoticons are really interesting since the ad is targeted 

to a younger demo
19:32:57 biogrrrl barb- but now you do, and you can get them cheap(er)
19:33:05 bonnie i am not familiar with this brand
19:33:07 Craig Ok question .. does everyone understand the emoticons?
19:33:07 Red i just switched to good ol' ivory soap
19:33:13 Barbara I would be curious what mags these ads were in ... would 

go a long way in explaining the ad itself.
19:33:14 biogrrrl yes-
19:33:15 Kristi oh yeah :-)))))))
19:33:19 Red yep
19:33:22 Holly Double Chins!
19:33:33 bonnie it was confusing I said. I thought the acne was smiling
19:33:36 Kristi hahaha!!
19:33:43 Kristi I think :-D is better
19:33:46 biogrrrl so, gets ride of acne and unwanted weight?
19:33:48 Holly Much better
19:33:48 Emily I totally did not get the connection to online emoticons
19:33:52 Kristi hahaha bio
19:33:57 Barbara me either
19:34:02 Kristi they just want to appear "hip" to teens I guess
19:34:04 Holly I like :-)
19:34:08 Holly Plain and simple...
19:34:10 JenX right
19:34:18 Holly Or even :-D
19:34:23 Holly That's really happy.
19:34:35 JenX I love the fact that they used emoticons and I don't find it 

as though they are trying too hard
19:34:42 Holly But :-))))))) makes me want to lose weight even more than I 

already know I need to.
19:34:43 JenX it works in this case
19:34:48 Kristi lyke, omgwtf, this acne pad totally roxxors
19:34:48 bonnie background looks like a tooth.
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19:34:54 Craig LOL Kris
19:35:11 JenX LOL
19:35:15 Kristi oh i'm sorry...
19:35:22 Kristi zomgwtfhfsbbq
19:35:36 Craig that is teh funny.
19:36:02 Kristi i'm in your Stridex... cleanin your pimpelz
19:36:05 Holly I need my manual... has anyone got a txt manual?
19:36:05 Craig Ok now we've seen two personal hygeine .. hygiene .. 

hyge .. personal care products.
19:36:09 Kristi sorry, i'll stop :)
19:36:10 Craig How does this one compare to Loreal?
19:36:23 Holly Loreal totally drab.
19:36:35 Emily Stridex does a better job of attempting to appeal to its tar-

get demo
19:36:37 Kristi yeah
19:36:39 biogrrrl Reaches a much different audience, and if targetting fe-

male head of household, stridex wins
19:36:39 bonnie it is better than loreal for me
19:37:05 Red here i instantly recognized why i should buy this, while lor-

eal felt jumbled
19:37:06 biogrrrl I think loreal, smith/barney and mercedes all go into the 

same mag
19:37:09 JenX it goes better with the Pop Tarts ad I think ... it is younger 

than the L'oreal ad, friendlier, less intimidating
19:37:15 Barbara I liked the more polished loreal ad.
19:37:23 Emily The Stridex ad is clear that the product is for pimples, 

where as it's not apparent that L'oreal is for balding men
19:37:23 Barbara hate cheesy stuff like the stridex.
19:37:23 bonnie if you have a teenager with acne problem, this one will ap-

peal them
19:37:34 Holly Barbara! You blasphemer!
19:38:05 Barbara i am crazy like that ... crazy like a man with thinning hair. I 

might be desperate.
19:38:09 JenX Barbara do you have nice skin?
19:38:13 JenX j/k
19:38:36 Barbara it's awesome. it's my largest organ, too ... little known fact.
19:38:51 Holly Kids with acne want to see Jessica Simpson overcome it....
19:38:58 JenX good call
19:38:59 Barbara Oh, my gosh, yes.
19:39:02 biogrrrl okay- really though, seemed like we all like the cartoons a 

little more than the serious ads
19:39:11 Kristi true true
19:39:14 bonnie agree
19:39:17 Barbara I would say yes, if done well.
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19:39:19 JenX yep
19:39:21 Holly We all have a sense of humor.
19:39:22 Craig You all did say you liked humor in advertising.
19:39:26 Holly We're lucky!
19:39:30 biogrrrl yes sir
19:39:31 bonnie yes
19:39:32 JenX and hated Head On
19:39:36 Barbara definitely.
19:39:36 JenX it's true
19:39:39 Kristi yup yup
19:39:42 Holly I can tell you the real world is way to depressing.
19:39:43 JenX Craig, look it up, seriously
19:39:46 leslie i don't see the humor in this ad
19:39:49 Craig I will
19:39:49 Holly I do like my ads to make me smile.
19:40:05 Kristi but you can't use humor in Everything
19:40:15 bonnie true
19:40:19 Kristi you don't want to use that to advertise say, a funeral home
19:40:20 biogrrrl I like the fact that I am hip enough to recognize what the 

emotioncons mean. Makes me feel young enough to need 
stridex

19:40:22 Barbara right, like if you're a funeral home.
19:40:26 Holly No, but remember th cat wranglers from the Super Bowl 

like umpteen years ago?
19:40:34 Barbara favorite ever!
19:40:36 Emily Agreed--humor probably doesn't belong in mutal fund ads, 

like the Smith Barney one
19:40:40 biogrrrl yuop- it was an Eds ad
19:40:44 JenX what's a cat wrangler?
19:40:53 biogrrrl herding cats,
19:40:53 Holly I still remember that ad, but I can't tell you who it was by.. I 

just LMAO at the cat running from the cowboys.
19:40:55 Barbara Youtube it, Jen. It's worth it.
19:40:56 JenX ah
19:40:58 JenX :D
19:41:00 Emily I want to think "distinguished" or "smart" or "wise" about 

an investment firm--not funny
19:41:05 JenX am I showing my young age now?
19:41:18 Barbara It wasn't That long ago ...
19:41:21 Holly Emily... I agree.
19:41:24 Kristi oh i remember that now :)
19:41:24 Craig Holly it was EDS.
19:41:29 Kristi yep :)
19:41:31 Craig I love that ad.
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19:41:32 Holly They needed Morgan Freeman in that ad.
19:41:40 JenX I'm watching it ... OMG, it's hilarious
19:41:46 Craig I used it as an example in a presentation I made a few 

semester ago.
19:41:51 Craig Him or Sam Elliot.
19:41:57 Holly Exactly!
19:42:02 Craig semesterz
19:42:06 biogrrrl Morgan Freeman, talking about the long walk of the 

herded cats
19:42:12 Barbara Craig, that's funny, would have sworn it was an ad for 

"computer associates"
19:42:22 Holly It was the worst day of Andy Dufrane's life.
19:42:23 Craig The cat herding one?
19:42:33 JenX yeah
19:42:39 biogrrrl It was EDS-- Electronic data systems
19:42:42 Craig What happened to the Dufranes?
19:42:48 Kristi people are missing
19:42:53 Craig And they're hungry
19:42:57 Emily I am totally lost on the herding cats bit
19:43:01 Kristi that's a double whammy
19:43:07 Holly I don't know how to spell... Shawshank Redemption refer-

ence.
19:43:14 Kristi love that movie
19:43:16 Craig ahhhh
19:43:19 Craig need to see that agin.
19:43:40 Holly In Columbia, Morgan Freeman does a Buchraders Jewelry 

ad on the radio
19:43:53 JenX http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1smgltg1izw
19:43:56 Craig Ok everyone .. it is now almost 9:45 and I've kept you all 

Way long .. but I So appreciate your time and comments 
tonight!

19:43:59 JenX that's the cat vid
19:44:02 JenX sorry Craig
19:44:04 Kristi awww, are we done?
19:44:10 JenX :(
19:44:12 Craig yep :) all done.
19:44:19 Kristi LOL.
19:44:20 Craig no problem Jen!
19:44:22 Holly Wait... I want to say that celebrity ads really work.
19:44:24 Craig It's a great commercial
19:44:27 Barbara Thanks, craig!
19:44:30 bonnie it was nice to chat with you all
19:44:32 leslie thanks
19:44:41 JenX anyone coming to summer seminar?
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19:44:42 biogrrrl fair thee well
19:44:45 Holly Nice to meet you all in the virtual realm.
19:44:46 Craig Did you want to know where the ads are from?
19:44:48 Barbara Meee!!!
19:44:52 Holly Yes!!!!!
19:44:53 Barbara yes.
19:44:53 JenX yes
19:44:56 Kristi yep nice to meet you all, i'll bring ice cream next time
19:44:56 Emily I enjoyed this--nice change of pace
19:44:57 bonnie yes!
19:44:58 Kristi and yeah i want to know :)
19:45:01 JenX haha
19:45:14 Craig ok lets see.
19:45:27 Craig I selected them out of magazines that had a clearly de-

fined generational market.
19:45:44 Craig Two were drawn from magazines aimed at Gen Y .. 21 and 

younger.
19:45:55 Kristi Stridex?
19:46:02 biogrrrl no, s class
19:46:10 bonnie do these marketers think that our generation would like to 

see so many boring ads?
19:46:17 JenX wow
19:46:25 JenX never would have guessed that
19:46:41 Craig Poptarts and Stridex .. Poptarts was from M and Stridex 

was from J14. (I'd never heard of either of these, but I 
found them on the magazine rack at the University book-
store.)

19:46:45 Holly Where we the rest from AARP?
19:46:45 bonnie Is Edge car for Gen Y?
19:46:50 Kristi LOL
19:47:10 JenX j14 is for tweens
19:47:17 Kristi never heard of it either
19:47:17 biogrrrl I have seen the edge ads in the new yorker
19:47:21 Kristi what's M?
19:47:36 Craig The two Gen X ads were Loreal and Edge. They were both 

taken from Wired.
19:47:52 Holly I love Wired... surprised by the ads...
19:47:53 Kristi balding men read wired?
19:48:01 biogrrrl Loreal from wired? that really surprises me
19:48:04 JenX running with squirrels is part of the trilogy to the cat wran-

glers (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnxs94em8ua) 
Hilarious!

19:48:39 JenX what's wired?
19:48:46 Kristi i'll watch these later JenX
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19:48:47 Kristi :)
19:48:50 Craig And obviously the Mercedes and Smithbarney ads were 

targeted at Boomers. They were both taken from Forbes.
19:49:02 biogrrrl That is not a surprise
19:49:08 Kristi nope :)
19:49:08 Holly My littlest one just came in with Pop Tarts all over her 

face... I got to run. It was nice to meet you all!
19:49:08 Emily Forbes=boomers with $$
19:49:08 Craig Wired is a popular magazine about technology and the 

digital age.
19:49:17 Craig k Holly :) Talk to you soon
19:49:21 Craig Thanks again!
19:49:23 Kristi poptarts!
19:49:33 JenX ok, I'm out ... nice meeting you all
19:49:36 Emily So techies are going bald and need L'oreal Thickening 

shampoo
19:49:37 JenX have a wonderful evening
19:49:38 Craig M = teenagers with zits
19:49:44 JenX it's almost 11 here
19:49:44 biogrrrl good luck on your work Craig-- nice to meet you all
19:49:45 Kristi bye!
19:49:48 Holly :) This was great for me! I feel like a real adult again... bye 

now!
19:49:50 Craig Thank You everyone!
19:49:53  Holly left.
19:50:00 Craig Had a great time tonight and Lots of great comments.
19:50:09 Emily Good luck, Craig!
19:50:09 Barbara Hope it helps!
19:50:10 JenX good luck Craig
19:50:13  Barbara left.
19:50:13 JenX :D
19:50:19  JenX left.
19:50:20 bonnie Good luck Craig!
19:50:24 Craig Thanks! :)
19:50:26  biogrrrl left.
19:50:28 Craig Night everyone.
19:50:33  Red left.
19:50:34 bonnie Good nigth everybody
19:51:05 Craig Everyone else is off getting either ice cream or poptarts
19:51:10 Kristi hehehe
19:51:14 Kristi i had enough ice cream :)
19:51:28 Kristi but... i have Truffles
19:51:32  Emily left.
19:51:35 Craig Lindt ..
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19:51:36 Craig mmmm
19:51:41 Kristi mmmmmm
19:51:46 Craig Bonnie what did you think?
19:52:38 bonnie it was an interesting discussion
19:52:57  bonnie left.
19:53:05 Craig ergh .. bummer.
19:53:10 Craig Guess I'll have to catch up with her later.
19:53:29 Craig I'm guessing Leslie is either afk or doing something else.
19:53:52 Kristi yeah, maybe
19:54:05 Craig Ok well .. I'm gonna head out and get some food. I'm 

starving.
19:54:10 Craig Something not poptarts or ice cream.
19:54:13 Kristi ok :)
19:54:18 Kristi ttyl! :)
19:54:22 Craig Thanks Kris for coming!! it was fun
19:54:27 Kristi yep, definitely :)
19:54:42 Craig The two Gen Y groups were ehh but the Gen X groups 

ruled. Hopefully the Boomer groups will be just as good 
as these were.

19:54:52 Craig Thanks Leslie for coming.
19:54:53 Kristi i hope so too!
19:54:57 Craig Hope the rest of your Chicago trip goes well.
19:55:50  Kristi left.
19:56:18  Craig left.
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